
CAUTION: PLEASE FOLLOW THIS INSTRUCTION MANUAL CAREFULLY TO
PREVENT ANY INJURIES OR COMPLICATIONS THAT MAY ARISE.
WARNING: Before installing or maintaining the luminary, make sure all powers are
TURNED OFF.
Verify that supply voltage is correct by comparing it with the label information on all
fixtures.
Make all connections in accordance with the NEC requirements, and make sure all
luminaries are properly secured to prevent any wire complications. This luminary is
to always be installed with the lens facing down and its not to exceed the maximum
ambient temperature rating noted on the specification sheet.
 

AC-PAN-SM14 Drywall Grid Adapter Kit for FTFB14D35

AC-PAN-SM22 Drywall Grid Adapter Kit for FTFB22D30, FTFB22D40

AC-PAN-SM24 Drywall Grid Adapter Kit for FTFB24D30, FTFB23D46

FTFB Series LED Troffer Installation Sheet
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STEP 1: Use provided screws (Item 3) to fasten the aluminum angles to the sides of

the metal channels provided. Start off by installing [3] of the strips together.

PART NO. IMAGE DESCRIPTION QTY

1 Metal side strips with hole for cable mounting.

Sizes vary depending on the KIT number.

4

2 Machine screws to install the strips 

together.

8

3
(NOT INCLUDED)

Machine screws to install the angles to the 

metal channel.

*Quantity determined by qualified engineer

*

STEP 2: Notch out the ceiling drywall surface. Insert the preassembled Recessed

Kit Flush to the ceiling leaving the Flanged Side underneath the ceiling. If the drywall

ceiling is thin, then Install the aircraft cables to support the frame and the FTFB

luminaire. Cables are not included with this Drywall Kit. 

STEP 2b: If the drywall ceiling is at least 1” Thick, then the Drywall Kit can be

fastened from the holes provided. All mounting screws are not included.

STEP 3: Carefully mount the FTFB to the recessed frame  and adjust any aircraft

cables if its neccessary. 

STEP 3b: After the frame is properly installed to the ceiling, one can then mount

the FTFB luminaire. It is recommended to also attach a safety aircraft cable to 

provide an extra degree of safety. Please refer to wiring diagram for wire 

installations.
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